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Solution

inspired by Goethe's color theory, I
propose that the company TEVA, as
reason and social impact .Call has
competition caregivers and patients
with their partner if they want, he
has win prizes holiday. paradisiacal
places
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Describe a caregiver situation that you were/are involved in.

Currently I have one and a half taking care of my mom, who suffered a stroke cardio vascular
accident, it is very hard, the work of recovery is ant, but I learned human values and put into
practice other, this experience is a spiritual teaching. I would like to go with them to the most
beautiful beach holiday and see the clear horizon .............
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Explain the caregiver problem that resulted for you and/or other caregiver(s).

I assume no problem as a spiritual teaching
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Describe your caregiver solution that would provide assistance or relief to the
problem of the caregiver.

rewarded with holiday vacation caregiver and others involved, to a place of great natural beauty,
after all is what feeds the soul .............
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Are all parts of the design 100% your original work or did you use any stock or third-
party materials? If yes, please link all stock, fonts and Creative Commons materials
here:

mixed picture PicsArt. Goethe's color theory https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pitz56_8CJg ,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h59RQUi2Pcw&list=PL4sOye6pgd4o4-qN759LkBYC9-
sCdmfuO
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Creative's profile

toribio quintero
VISUAL ARTS
Mérida, Venezuela
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